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Abstract 

     The surrogate reaction 238U(3He,tf) is used to determine the 237Np(n,f) cross section indirectly over an 

equivalent neutron energy range from 10 to 20 MeV. A self-supporting ~761 µg/cm2 metallic 238U foil 

was bombarded with a 42 MeV 3He2+ beam from the 88−Inch Cyclotron at Lawrence Berkeley National 

Laboratory (LBNL). Outgoing charged particles and fission fragments were identified using the Silicon 

Telescope Array for Reaction Studies (STARS), consists of two 140 µm and one 1000 µm Micron S2 

type silicon detectors. The 237Np(n,f) cross sections, determined indirectly, were compared with the 
237Np(n,f) cross section data from direct measurements, the Evaluated Nuclear Data File (ENDF/B-VII.0), 

and the Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data Library (JENDL 3.3) and found to closely follow those datasets. 

Use of the (3He,tf) reaction as a surrogate to extract (n,f) cross section in the 10 to 20 MeV equivalent 

neutron energy is found to be  suitable.                                                                                                        . 

Keywords: Indirect method; Cross section; Surrogate technique; Charge-exchange reaction  

1. Introduction 

     Neutron-induced reaction cross section data for radioactive nuclei are important for various 

basic and applied sciences [1, 2], however, target preparation for such studies is often 

complicated by material accessibility, availability, and radioactivity. The Surrogate Method 

provides access to such nuclear data indirectly [3]. In this method, the compound nucleus of a 

desired neutron-induced reaction is produced via a surrogate reaction and the decay probability 

of the compound nucleus to the desired exit channel, for example: fission, is measured 

experimentally by tagging on a fission event in coincidence with the ejected particle of the 

surrogate reaction, for example: ‘t’ in the (3He,t) reaction. 

     Earlier work on the indirect determination of neutron-induced fission cross 

section was reported in the 1970s [4-6]. In recent years, there has been a renewed effort both in 

the forefront of theory and experiment to utilize indirect methods more effectively to address 
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nuclear data needs [7-12]. Younes and Britt [8] used earlier experimental data to demonstrate the 

possibilities and limitations of the Surrogate Method and to highlight the need for benchmarking 

studies. Employing the absolute Surrogate Method, Petit et al. [10] determined the 233Pa(n,f) 

reaction cross sections in the 0.5 to 10 MeV equivalent neutron energy range using the 
232Th(3He,p) surrogate reaction. In cases of contamination in the tagging channel from other 

nuclear reactions, rigorous data analysis is required and often the application of the absolute 

Surrogate Method is limited [10-11]. In the Surrogate Ratio Method (SRM), the determination of 

an unknown cross section relative to one that is well known obviates the challenges posed by 

tagging channel contamination. The SRM is accomplished by performing the same surrogate 

reaction on two different targets and measuring a ratio of compound nuclear decay probabilities. 

Lyles et al. [11] and Burke et al. [12] successfully used (3He,α) and (α,α′) reactions, as 

surrogate, to produce the desired compound nuclei and deduced the 236U(n,f) and 237U(n,f) cross 

sections, respectively, via the Surrogate Ratio Method. Recently, Nayak et al. [13] employed a 

hybrid surrogate ratio approach to determine the 233Pa(n,f) reaction cross section from 11.5 to 

16.5 MeV neutron energy using the 232Th(6Li,α) surrogate reaction.    

     In this paper, we report the use of 238U(3He,tf) reaction as a surrogate to determine the 
237Np(n,f) cross section over the neutron energy range of 10 to 20 MeV by the semi-absolute 

Surrogate Method and compare the results with the 237Np(n,f) cross section data from the direct 

measurements, the Evaluated Nuclear Data File (ENDF/B-VII.0), and the Japanese Evaluated 

Nuclear Data Library (JENDL 3.3) to study the (3He,tf) reaction as a surrogate in the 10 to 20 

MeV energy range. 

2. The Surrogate Method 

     In the Hauser-Feshbach formulation [14], the cross-section, σαχ, for forming a compound 

nucleus (CN) via entrance channel α and its subsequent decay via exit channel χ (237Np+n and 

fission, respectively here) can be expressed as: 

σαχ = σα
CN E*,J,π( )Gχ

CN E *,J,π( )
J ,π

∑ ,    (1) 

where E*, J, and π are the excitation energy, total angular momentum, and parity of the CN, σα
CN 

is the compound nuclear formation cross section via entrance channel α and CNGχ is the 

probability of the CN decay through exit channel χ. In the case for neutrons incident on 237Np, 
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the formation cross section CN

ασ  can be calculated within 6% uncertainty using an optical model 

formalism (as discussed in section 3.2.), whereas the decay probabilities, CNGχ , are difficult to 

ascertain via theoretical models. In the Surrogate Method, the CN of the desired reaction is 

produced via a different combination of target and projectile. An expression for the 

probability, ( )*EPδχ , for formation of the CN via the surrogate entrance channel δ (δ, in this 

work, 238U(3He,t)), and its subsequent decay via exit channel χ (here, fission) can be written as: 

( ) ( ) ( ),,,,,
,

*** ∑=
π

χδδχ ππ
J

CNCN JEGJEFEP    (2)    

where CNFδ represents the probability of populating states in the CN via the surrogate reaction 

with a given excitation energy, E*, total angular momentum J, and parity π.  The exit channel 

decay probabilities, CNGχ , are the same as those that appear in Equation 1. 

     In the Weisskopf-Ewing limit [15] of the Hauser-Feshbach theory, the decay probabilities are 

independent of the total angular momentum and parity of the populated states and can be taken 

out of the summation signs in Equations 1 and 2.  The resultant equation for the desired reaction 

cross section in terms of the experimentally observable surrogate reaction probability becomes: 

( ) ( ) ( )*** EPEE CN

δχααχ σσ =     (3) 

The experimentally measured fission probability, ( )*EPδχ , of the 238Np* compound nucleus 

produced from the 238U(3He,t)238Np reaction is multiplied by the calculated CN formation cross 

section, CN

ασ , for neutrons incident on 237Np to deduce the desired 237Np(n,f) cross section. 

3. Experiment 

3.1. Target, the detector assembly, and irradiation  

   In the experiment, a self-supporting 99.99% pure metallic 238U foil of thickness 4709 ± 235 Å 

(761 ± 38 µg/cm2) was bombarded with a 42 MeV 3He2+ beam from the 88−Inch Cyclotron at 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory with a beam current of approximately 2 to 3 pnA over a 

period of 8 days. The beam spot on the target was approximately 3 mm in diameter. Outgoing 

charged particles were identified using one 140 µm and one 1000 µm Micron S2 type silicon 

detectors as a ∆E+E particle telescope covering an angular range of 36o to 66o with respect to the 

beam axis. Another 140 µm silicon detector was used to detect fission fragments during the 
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experiment over the backward angular range of 106o to 131o. The schematic diagram of the 

target and the detector locations for the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The target was 

placed 15 mm upstream of the particle telescope in the incoming beam direction and the fission 

detector was placed 10 mm upstream from the target. Each of the double-sided S2 type silicon 

detectors has 22 mm active inner diameter and 70 mm active outer diameter  

 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup of 238U target, silicon telescope (∆E+E), Al shield, and fission 
detector. The target was placed 15 mm upstream from the telescope and the fission detector was 
10 mm upstream from the target. Arbitrary directions for the scattered/ejected particle and fission 
fragment (ff) along with the incoming beam on the 238U target are shown.  

with 48 rings on one side and 16 sectors on the opposite side. In this experiment, pairs of 

adjacent rings and sectors were bussed together to form 24 rings and 8 sectors. A 4.44 mg/cm2 

thick aluminum foil was placed between the target and the particle telescope to stop the fission 

fragments and thereby protect the ∆E detector from damage. Detailed description of the 

experimental setup and electronics of the detection system is provided in Ref. [11]. All silicon 

detectors were energy calibrated using 241Am and 226Ra α-lines. 

3.2. Data analysis 

     The ∆E vs. E plots were used to identify different particles (p, d, t, 3He and 4He), as shown in 

Fig. 2 for a single ring of the ∆E detector. Gates on the triton particles were set for each ring of 

the Si detector separately. Fully stopped particles in the particle telescope form a banana shape in 

the ∆E vs. E plots. Particles that are not stopped in the E detector (punch-through particles) form 

a reverse tail at the lower end of the banana shape as shown in Fig. 2. In all triton gates, the 

punch-through particles were rejected due to incomplete charge deposition. The initial triton 

energy is reconstructed on an event-by-event basis for target recoil and energy losses in the 

target, aluminum δ-shield, and gold layers of the silicon detectors. Using a Time-to-Amplitude 

Converter (TAC) gate, off-prompt triton-fission coincident events were distinguished from the 
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prompt events and used in background correction of the prompt triton-fission coincidences. 

Singles triton spectra and coincident fission spectra for all rings of the particle telescope and 

fission detector were integrated. The integrated triton spectrum and background corrected fission 

spectrum are 

 

Fig. 2. ∆E vs. E plot for a single ring at 49o with respect to the beam axis shows different ejected 
particles from the interaction of 42-MeV 3He beams with the 238U target. Protons (p), deuterons 
(d), and tritons (t) are located in the lower left side in the plot and part of the 3He and α particles 
are visible in the upper right corner in the plot. A typical triton gate is shown. The horizontal band 
at ∆E ~channel 125 represents 3He particles of incomplete energy deposition including random 
particles in coincidence with the elastic peak. The channel cut below ∆E ~channel 30 was due to 
sort routine parameter setup. 

presented in Fig. 3 as a function of 238Np* excitation energy. The excitation energy of the 238Np* 

in the center-of-mass system is obtained using the measured triton energy, a Q-value of -0.166 

MeV for the 238U(3He,t)238Np reaction and the beam energy. The reported 10 to 20 MeV neutron 

energy range of this work corresponds to ~15.5 to ~25.5-MeV 238Np* excitation energy. High 

(low) 238Np* excitation energy corresponds to low (high) triton energy. Cross section data for 

equivalent neutron energies corresponding to less than ~15.5 MeV of excitation energy were 

discarded due to possible partial energy deposition (“punch through”) of the tritons in the particle 

telescope. Above 25.5 MeV excitation energy (low triton energy), there may be significant 

contribution of additional tritons from the nuclear interaction of the beam with 16O oxidative 

contaminants in the target material [16O(3He,t)16F, Ethreshold=18.3 MeV] and from the 3He 

breakup-transfer mechanism, prominent at forward angles [17]. Such additional tritons lower the 

deduced fission probability and thereby reduce the extracted cross section. This imposes an 
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upper limit on the equivalent neutron energy extracted from the absolute Surrogate Method. 

However, since (3He,t) reaction has a higher energy threshold for common contaminants, i.e. 

oxygen and carbon isotopes, when compared to other Surrogate reactions, like (α,α′) or (3He,α), 

the (3He,t) charge exchange reaction was useful for suppressing contaminant events over a wide 

equivalent neutron energy range. 

     A total of ~107 tritons and their coincident fission events were analyzed in this work. 

Histograms of 120 keV energy bins of the triton and coincident fission spectra were used to 

deduce the fission probability of the compound nucleus 238Np* using the following equation: 

 

Fig. 3. Integrated singles triton spectrum and background corrected fission spectrum of the 
particle telescope and fission detector. The reported 10 to 20 MeV equivalent neutron energy 
range of this work corresponds to ~15.5 to ~25.5 MeV 238Np* excitation energy.  

,
*)(

1
*)(*)(

EN

N
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f
ε

δχ ==    (4) 

where Nt is the number of detected tritons, Ncf is the number of recorded fission events in 

coincidence with emitted tritons and ε(E
*
) is the efficiency of the fission detector. In this work, 

the efficiency of the fission detector was extracted by normalizing the fission probability with the 

known fission probability of 238Np* at an excitation energy equivalent to 10 MeV incident 

neutron energy [17]. This neutron energy is chosen arbitrarily. The extracted fission detector 

efficiency was used to deduce the fission probability as a function of 238Np* excitation energy 

and presented in Fig. 4. 

       The compound nucleus formation cross section for the 237Np+n was calculated for different 

incident neutron energies using the Flap2.2 optical-model potential [18]. The Flap2.2 optical 
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potential is a coupled-channel potential that was determined by fitting a selection of neutron data 

in the actinides, including the s- and p-wave strength functions and potential scattering radius for 
232Th and 238U, as well as total cross sections in the 1-100 MeV range for these nuclei.  The 

parameterization included isovector terms in both real and imaginary central potentials, with 

strength 1/2 that of the corresponding isoscalar terms.  For even-even nuclei, the 3 lowest states 

of the ground-state band are coupled, while for odd-mass nuclei, the lowest 5 states are included. 

For the calculations of 237Np+n, the deformation parameters for the central potential were chosen 

as β2 = 0.214 and β4 = 0.074; these were taken from Ref. [19].  The resulting compound-nucleus 

formation cross section (the full non-elastic cross section minus the sum of the calculated cross 

sections for direct inelastic scattering) is shown in Fig. 5. Based on comparison with 

measurements of this quantity in 238U (see Refs. [20, 21]), we estimate the uncertainty in the 

calculated cross sections as approximately ± 6% below 10 MeV and ± 3% in the range 10-30 

MeV. 

 

Fig. 4. Measured fission probabilities of the 238Np* produced from the 238U(3He,tf) reaction. Error 
bars show the statistical uncertainty only. Threshold of 238Np* 3rd chance fission is 18.2 MeV 
excitation energy. 
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Fig. 5. Calculated 237U + n compound nucleus formation cross section 

     Finally, at the incident neutron energy En leading to same excitation energy E*, the 237Np(n,f) 

cross section was deduced using the form of equation (3) as: 

( ),
1

*)( nCNnnfnf EE
A

A
SEPE σσ 









+
+=≈  (5)        

where Sn is the neutron separation energy in the residual CN and the term 
n

E
A

A

1+
 is the channel 

energy for the reaction when the target (mass A) is at rest [22]. 

3.3. Sources of uncertainty 

     The sources of uncertainty for the neutron energy were the energy straggle of the triton, 

angular resolution, beam energy resolution and detector resolution. The estimated uncertainties 

are presented in Table 1. The energy straggle arises from the interaction of tritons with the 

aluminum δ-shield and gold layers of the silicon detector. In this experiment, the angular 

resolution ranged between 0.7o to 2.3o. The angular resolution translates into an uncertainty of 

the recoil angle of the product nucleus. The cyclotron beam energy resolution of 60-80 keV is 

obtained from the beam width, measured by placing a calibrated silicon detector directly in an α 

beam from the 88-inch cyclotron [12]. Including an estimated uncertainty of the detector energy 

calibration, a total uncertainty of 0.2 MeV is attributed over the neutron energy range from 10 to 

20 MeV. 

     The uncertainty in the cross section arises from the counting statistics of the fission events, 

uncertainty in the fission detector efficiency and uncertainty of the calculated CN formation 

cross section. The statistical uncertainty for the fission events in each 120-keV energy bin
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Table 1. Source and uncertainty for the neutron energy and reported cross section 

Neutron Energy Cross Section 

Source ∆E (keV) Source Magnitude 
Energy straggle of triton (δ- 

shield and gold layer of Si 
detector) 

 
 

10-23 

Counting statistics 1-3% 

Recoil angle of triton 6-26 
Detector energy resolution 38-55 

237Np + n
  CN formation  

(calculation) 
3% 

Beam energy 60-80 Fission detector efficiency 10% 
 

was between 1 to 3%. The uncertainty of the fission detector efficiency estimated to be 10%. An 

uncertainty of 3% for the CN formation cross section calculation is estimated for the 10 to 20 

MeV neutron energy range. 

4. Results 

     The extracted 237Np(n,f) reaction cross section of this work, determined using the surrogate 

reaction 238U(3He,tf), is presented in Fig. 6a along with the direct measurement from Ref. [23] 

and adopted cross section data from the Evaluated Nuclear Data File (ENDF/B-VII.0) and the 

Japan Evaluated Nuclear Data Library (JENDL 3.3). It can be seen from Fig. 6a that the 
237Np(n,f) cross section data of this work closely follow the trend of the directly measured data 

[23] and the ENDF/B-VII.0 data through the onset of 3rd chance fission (at ∼12.5 MeV neutron 

energy) of 238Np* and onward. The cross sections of this work are approximately 5% higher 

when compared to the ENDF/B-VII.0 data. The trend of the JENDL data is slightly lower than 

our data and the discrepancy is slightly larger than that with the ENDF dataset. Recently, 

Tovesson and Hill [24] published a cross section ratio for the 237Np(n,f) to the 235U(n,f) nuclear 

reaction. A ratio of the determined cross section for the 237Np(n,f) from this work to the 235U(n,f) 

cross section, obtained from the ENDF/B−VII.0 database, is presented in Fig. 6b along with the 

ratio data of Ref. [24] and a generated ratio from the ENDF/B-VII.0 database. Again it can be 

seen that the deduced ratio of this work follows the same trend with the others, with slight 

variation over the reported neutron energy range. The agreement of the results with the directly 

measured data shows that the contamination in the triton channel from other reactions or from 
3He breakup-transfer mechanism was insignificant in the 10 to 20 MeV equivalent neutron 

energy range.                                                                     .
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Fig. 6. a) Cross sections for the 237Np(n,f) reaction and b) Ratio for the 237Np(n,f) to 235U(n,f) 

cross sections of this work along with measured and evaluated data. The ratio for this work in b) 
was generated using the 235U(n,f) data from ENDF/B-VII.0. Error bars show only the statistical 
uncertainty. Note the zero-suppressed horizontal and ordinate axis.

5. Conclusion 

     The surrogate reaction 238U(3He,tf) was used to extract the 237Np(n,f) cross section in the 10 to 

20 MeV equivalent neutron energy range. The agreement of the results of this work with the 
237Np(n,f) cross section data from the direct measurements, the Evaluated Nuclear Data File 

(ENDF/B-VII.0), and the Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data Library (JENDL 3.3) is found to be 

very good. The use of (3He,tf) reaction as a surrogate to extract (n,f) cross section in the 10 to 20 

MeV equivalent neutron energy was effective and minimal efforts were needed to address the 

contamination concerns to measure the fission probability of the desired compound nucleus 
238Np*. This work reported the first study on the efficacy of (3He,tf) reaction as a surrogate for 

extracting (n,f) cross section in the 10 to 20 MeV energy range. 
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